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Spend less time on documentation
and ensure high quality care with
Dragon Medical One.
Powered by Artificial Intelligence, neural networks and deep
learning, Dragon Medical One is a cloud-based speech recognition
solution for clinicians to securely document patient care in the EHR.
Always available, designed for speed, accuracy, and flexibility, with
personalised vocabularies and templates that can be accessed
and shared across a wide range of devices, regardless of physical
location.
Dragon Medical One allows clinicians and care teams to:
— access speech anywhere via the cloud
— reduce the time documenting
— improve the quality of the document
— have structured templates to support completion
Accuracy. No voice profile training required, accent detection,
and automatic microphone calibration. Single, cloud-based voice
profile offers a consistent speech recognition experience across
devices and platforms. With the preconfigured templates and auto
texts, clinicians can select, apply and quickly complete the patient’s
narrative.

Why choose Dragon Medical One
Speech recognition in the Cloud?
— State-of-the-art technology
result of three decades of
clinical expertise. Powered by
Artificial Intelligence, helping
clinicians in their daily tasks.
— Secure solution, easy to use,
accurate, speed and highly
available.
— When paired with PowerMic
Mobile, clinicians have the
freedom to dictate from
virtually anywhere.

Security. Dragon Medical One provides a consistent experience at the hospital, clinic, and office—all
backed by a secure infrastructure with easier installation and maintenance. The hosting infrastructure in
Sweden, ISO 27001 certified and GDPR-compliant is highly available, 24x7, with uptime guarantees of at
least 99.5%. All communication is transmitted via HTTPS with an AES 256-bit cipher algorithm.
Mobility. Clinicians can complete their patient notes, anytime, anywhere by using their personal
smartphones as a dictation microphone, to limit the spread of resistant microorganisms and reduce the risk
of resistant bacteria spreading. All within any Windows-based device using the flexibility of a mobile app.
PowerMic Mobile, a robust and secure mobile microphone app for iOS and Android is centrally managed
with full Mobile device management support. It can be used with any thin or zero client infrastructure. No
passwords to remember, authenticates based on Dragon Medical One login.
Installation and Maintenance. Easy to install, easy to maintain and built with virtualisation in mind. Hosted
with no on-site servers or complex configurations, Dragon Medical One provides automatic updates, less
work for IT staff, and less hassle for clinicians—care teams can start dictating in less than 5 minutes.
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